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Infrared Emitting HgTe Quantum Dots and
Their Waveguide and Optoelectronic Devices
Abstract: The development of the research into the synthesis and optoelectronic
applications of HgTe and related quantum dots (QDs) is reviewed, from the early
days when it was felt that it might be a useful replacement for rare earths in telecom optical amplifiers, through to its more recent and broader appeal as an IR
photodetector technology. Appropriately the early investigation of the material
sprang from a contact with Prof. Horst Weller and his group at Hamburg University. Though the problem of Auger recombination meant that it was not so easy to
make telecom amplifiers and lasers as many had hoped, it has proved to have an
extraordinarily broad bandgap tuning range and just recently this has resulted in
the demonstration of photodetectors in the mid- to long-IR region operating at up
to 12 μm wavelength. This impressive flexibility has led to interest in HgTe QDs
and optoelectronic devices based on them to be as strong as ever and growing
as the prospects for commercialization improve with every narrowing in the gap
between the performance of present day epitaxial devices and QD-based technology. In a further satisfying and well timed twist, Prof. Weller’s 60th year has seen
preliminary reports of extended gain lifetime in ‘doped’ HgTe QDs which may yet
lead to a completing of the circle with the distinct possibility of electrically driven
telecom wavelength lasers and amplifiers in the coming years. This review follows
the development of the several synthetic methods to grow colloidal HgTe QDs, and
their deployment in optoelectronic devices to the present.
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1 Development and considerations from earlier
work on HgTe QDs
Although semiconductor colloidal quantum dots (CQDs) had been investigated for
almost a decade before, it was not until the early 1990s that synthetic chemistry
groups began to turn their attention to more complex heterostructures, termed
quantum dot quantum wells (QDQWs), hoping to be able to derive the same benefits that had been obtained from 2-D confined systems (epitaxial superlattices etc),
which had become very attractive for IR optoelectronics in particular for the fabrication of lasers, optical amplifiers, modulators and detectors. Much of the CQD
research had focussed on the luminescent properties of materials such as CdS,
which emits only in the visible range. In an effort to extend the range into the IR,
in 1994 the Weller group in Hamburg published several papers on the multilayer
system, CdS/HgS/CdS [1, 2] backed by a theoretical analysis of the eigen-energies,
and wavefunctions of these heterostructures based on effective mass theory. Although it may be approximate for many of the more tightly confined QD systems,
the same analysis method still proves to be a highly useful tool to this day [3]. With
the QDQW approach the limiting bulk bandgap of 2.45 eV for CdS could be bypassed and the PL emission, could be tuned as far as 950 nm (1.3 eV, 𝐸g ∼ 1.5 eV).
Of course for IR emission simple HgS QDs may have been a logical choice and early
reports suggested that cubic (bulk bandgap = 0.5 eV) 𝛽 HgS QDs could be grown
in aqueous solution, though the PL reported was broad and weak and centred on
900 nm – i. e. substantially blue shifted [4]. In fact there was some doubt over the
nature of early HgS QDs and as to whether they could in fact be reliably grown as
cubic material by the aqueous methods then used. However it was known that in
thin shells on an existing cubic substrate such as CdS it would form cubic layers.
It was assumed that HgTe would be similar in nature and so be more useful in
a QDQW structure than as a simple binary QD. Moreover zinc blende HgTe in bulk
form is a semi metal [5] leading many to pass it over as a CQD choice in its own
right.
The QDQW work in Hamburg came to the attention of Prof. Mike Burt, then
working at BT Research Labs. (BTRL) in the UK. Although they had shown some
interest in porous silicon nanostructures, BTRL’s semiconductor work was exclusively on MBE and MOVPE bulk and superlattice devices, so the notion of making
nanostructures in solution in a glass flask was seen as rather heretic. Undaunted
Mike and Horst struck up an informal collaboration – no cash exchanged hands,
but equally there was no burdensome report writing on either side, just good solid
science. To push emission wavelengths out further into the IR it was decided to
switch to the Te analogue, CdTe/HgTe/CdTe. Horst had recently recruited a young
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post-doc Andrey Rogach who was already making CdTe QDs with good QY and size
control [6–8] which had been well characterized, and it was decided that Andrey
would also work with BTRL’s Stephen Kershaw and Mike Harrison on the Te variant of the QDQWs.
The attempts to make longer wavelength emitting QDQWs did not appear to
go so smoothly as the earlier CdS/HgS/CdS studies. It soon became apparent that
there was probably some alloying between the respective cation layers [9, 10], with
maybe a degree of radial gradient in the cation distribution, a hypothesis later
given further support by optically detected magnetic resonance (ODMR) measurements by the Lifshitz group at Technion on HgTe/Cd𝑥 Hg1−𝑥 Te core shell structures where some degree of interfacial cation mixing was confirmed [11]. So it was
clearly not possible to make atomically abrupt quantum wells with this system
although it was later to be found that core-shell HgTe/CdS did appear to be possible to synthesise [12]. Of course this may in part simply be a consequence of the
slightly more dilated Te2− anion lattice (ionic radii – Cd2+ 95 pm, Hg2+ 102 pm, S2−
170 pm, Te2− 207 pm) allowing easier cation exchange than in the corresponding
S2− system.
Whilst the HgTe/CdTe alloys were reaching 1100 – 1200 nm emission wavelengths they were still short of the nominal 1300 nm and 1500 nm operating
wavelength bands for telecoms. The frustration was aired at a meeting with an
eminent theoretical physicist who sympathised and suggested we should instead
perhaps look at group IV nanoparticles. Porous silicon had recently arrived on the
scene [13] and indeed the group at BT Labs did later work on porous silicon though
not principally for its emissive properties but rather its IR refractive index properties [14, 15]. Heath [16] had already demonstrated a bottom-up approach to silicon
nanoparticles, but with the synthesis involving sodium reduction of chloro- and
organochloro- silicon precursors at 385 ∘ C, and pressures of 100 atmospheres we
felt somewhat outside our synthetic comfort zone. Of course there have been great
advances in silicon nanoparticle synthesis by less aggressive routes since, but the
debate over the mechanism of light emission in silicon nanoparticles still continues to this day [17].
The scepticism from our theorist colleague was all the encouragement we
needed. We had noticed that irrespective of the choice of ‘layer’ thickness, the
more HgTe we included in the putative QDQW structures the further into the IR
(up to a point) we could push the emission, so we simply decided to discard the
CdTe altogether [10]. At that time our employers had their researchers set their
own annual technical objectives and for our CQD project we had just agreed to
achieve 1300 nm and 1500 nm by the end of the following 12 months. In fact concentrating on just HgTe the brakes were off and this took about 1 week to achieve
so for the rest of the year, free of the usual micromanagement irritations, we set
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Figure 1: (a) Early HgTe QD PL spectra covering the 1300 and 1500 nm telecom windows. (b)
HRTEM image of room temperature aqueous synthesized HgTe QDs confirming the zincblende
structure and good crystallinity (inset fringe pattern and FFT). Reprinted with permission from
A. Rogach et al. Adv. Mater. 11 (1999) 552. © 1999 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH, Weinheim, Fed. Rep.
of Germany. (c) HRTEM of CdS capped HgTe QDs. Reprinted with permission from M. T. Harrison
et al. Adv. Mater. 12 (2000) 123. © 2000 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH, Weinheim, Fed. Rep. of
Germany.

about the real challenges – getting these IR QDs into a useful format i. e. a nonaqueous environment (since hydroxyl groups absorb extremely well in the telecom wavelength range) and in a film format suitable for making into a waveguide
device. If we could also make the amplifiers electrically pumped that would also
be a bonus, but failing that collinear optical excitation at a regular pump laser
wavelength such as 980 nm or 1480 nm would be fine.
Whilst it would be nice to claim that we were the very first group to make solution synthesised HgTe nanoparticles in fact that had already been claimed far ear-
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Figure 2: (a) Optical IR transmission loss of standard commercial telecom fibre (1300 and
1500 nm nominal transmission windows marked with dashed lines). (b) Transmission loss over
3 cm optical path lengths of methyl methacrylate monomer (solid line), fluorinated
methacrylate monomer (dashed line), a single mode polystyrene/methylmethacrylate
cross-linked co-polymer planar channel waveguide (grey line). The latter includes around 5 dB
of fibre to waveguide coupling loss and waveguide scattering loss.

lier by Müllenborn et al. [18]. They had synthesised HgTe, CdTe and Cd𝑥 Hg1−𝑥 Te
nanocrystals by precipitation in a methanolic solvent after a reaction of metal
halide and sodium telluride precursors followed by a post synthetic sintering
stage. However their particle size ranges were very large (1 to 100 nm) and emission from HgTe was not reported. Our use of thiol stabilizers (1-thioglycerol, 1-TG)
gave far greater size control and resulted in strongly (40% PL QY) luminescent
material. Figure 1 shows the early telecom range PL we obtained by our 1-TG stabilized synthesis and TEMs of the corresponding bare and CdS capped QDs. Figure 2a shows the IR loss spectrum of typical silica fibre with loss peaks arising
from hydroxyl overtone and combination bands. The initial aim of the work was
to try to incorporate the IR QDs into polymer films in which optical waveguides
might be fabricated. Such host materials also have strong IR bands arising from
CH vibrational modes as well (Figure 2b).
Following the progress with the HgTe QD aqueous synthesis route we enjoyed
further successes that were also aimed at moving from IR emitting water based solutions towards a viable film/waveguide technology, possibly electrically driven.
Working with Kotov we found HgTe QDs could readily be incorporated into Layer
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Figure 3: Electroluminescence from HgTe QD composite films. (a) simple arrangement for HgTe
QD/polyelectrolyte multilayer film on ITO glass substrate and Al top contact. (b) IR emission
from HgTe/polyelectrolyte LbL film viewed by IR camera through silicon filter. Reprinted with
permission from A. L. Rogach et al. Small 3 (2007) 536. © 2007 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co.
KGaA, Weinheim. (c) EL and current-light and current-voltage curves for methyl-substituted
ladder-type poly(para-phenylene)/HgTe QD film [20]. Reprinted with permission from D. S.
Koktysh et al. ChemPhysChem 5 (2004) 1435. © 2004 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA,
Weinheim.

by Layer (LbL) deposited films along with polyelectrolytes [19] and still retain
their IR emission and these films even had sufficient conductivity to allow rudimentary IR LEDs to be fabricated and weak electroluminescence (EL) obtained
with HgTe [20] (see Figure 3). This was built on earlier similar work on CdTe LbL
films [21], which were likewise shown to be electroluminescent [22].
Whilst the EL efficiencies of simple LbL HgTe films were rather low
(0.001% – 0.0001%) and far too small to contemplate making electrically pumped
optical amplifiers, the LbL (polyelectrolyte) film preparation method did yield
good optical quality thin films with much higher QD loading fractions than could
be obtained with QDs doped into solvent castable organic polymer films which
were limited in concentration by solubility and processibility (e. g. film quality)
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trade-offs. The better optical quality and loading were used to good effect a few
years later by the Heiss group who used such LbL films to determine the full optical properties i. e. the absorption and refractive index dispersion and thereby the
complete dielectric function of HgTe QDs over a broad spectral range [23–25].
Whilst much of the early synthesis and film work on HgTe QDs was done in or
working with material synthesised from aqueous solutions it was relatively easy
to move the QDs from water to organic solvents such as toluene, chlorobenzene,
chloroform, etc. The same approach as used by Gaponik et al. [26] for CdTe or
Kovalenko et al. [27] could also be used to switch from short chain water soluble
ligands to organic solvent compatible longer chain alkanethiols, dodecanethiol
being a popular and the least disagreeable choice. Thus HgTe QDs could also
be incorporated into spin coated polymer thin films from which IR transmitting
waveguides could be fabricated, but much of this work went unreported in the literature at the time as industrial research which might have been patentable had
we succeeded in making optical amplifiers.
In the telecom components and systems world, everything was thrown up in
the air around 2001/2002 when the telecoms bubble burst and the equipment
manufacturers who supported this type of research rapidly divested themselves
of large parts of their R&D units or even went under themselves. Companies, who
prior to 2000 had been on great spending sprees acquiring smaller companies and
component and materials research divisions of telcos, just as quickly retrenched
leaving a great hiatus in the work at BT and other labs. But this was not the only
reason why the vision of using colloidal QDs as a more flexible successor to rare
earth doped fibre amplifiers or epitaxial QW semiconductor devices failed to materialize quickly. The major technical problem that everyone was only too aware
of from bulk semiconductor optoelectronics was that of Auger relaxation [28]. In
small QDs the problem was expected to be much worse than in bulk and indeed
Klimov’s group found a 𝑅3 scaling relationship [29] for the Auger decay rate in
CdSe and PbSe QDs. However it was anticipated that this multiexciton decay process could be substantially mitigated by using more complex heterostructures.
It transpired that it was never going to be simple to make IR QD lasers or amplifiers that could operate under steady state gain conditions. Size tuned IR emission
and processable QD doped optical quality films were just two of the necessary ingredients. Lasing or amplification require stimulated not just spontaneous emission and so in general (with significant spectral overlap between absorption and
emission) more than one exciton must be present in each QD to obtain the required
population inversion and signal gain. Inversion is made all the more difficult by
degeneracy in the excited state levels – for PbSe with 8 fold degeneracy an inversion threshold of 4 excitons per QD was calculated [30], whilst for CdSe and other
lower degeneracy QDs such as HgTe a threshold of 2 excitons per dot was expected
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for band edge gain [31]. For steady state devices this inverted population level has
to be maintained all the time, ultimately without significant degradation, over
operating lifetimes of several years. For optical pumping, maintaining continuous multiexciton populations in the QDs starts to place very heavy demands on
the QD materials and the host optical medium in which they may be embedded. In
early rare earth (e. g. erbium) doped silica fibre amplifiers (EDFAs), low lanthanide
ion concentrations were used (< 500 ppm) and the fibre lengths were typically
10 – 20 metres [32]. Operating with pump lasers of typically 200 mW to 1000 mW,
the host glass could readily dissipate the heat arising from non-radiative recombination over a quite distributed volume. However much more compact QD doped
waveguide amplifiers, pumped hard (with probably much the same pump laser intensities as EDFAs) to combat degeneracy were always going to face more serious
dissipation problems unless the pump power required and overall non-radiative
inefficiencies could be reduced.
Central to all these problems is the process of Auger relaxation of multiexcitons by which pairs of excitons in a QD sequentially collide transferring a large
fraction of the energy of the pair to the surviving exciton at each step whilst dissipating some of the energy to the QD lattice via phonon relaxation. If the survivor
acquires sufficient additional energy the exciton may be able to dissociate and
one or other of the constituent carrier pair may be ejected from the QD resulting
in Auger assisted ionization of the QD (and possibly leaving behind a charged QD
or even a trion in the particle [33]). Critically, the greater the number of excitons
that are required for gain, the faster the rate of exciton relaxation at the start of the
relaxation chain since Auger relaxation rates for each stage in the chain scale with
the exciton occupancy of the QD [34, 35] (see Figure 4). In practice it becomes difficult to maintain the necessary population inversion for more than a few or maybe
a few tens of ps.
With Auger recombination depopulating multiple exciton states and strong
pump fluences to attain multiple excitation in the first place, the IR absorption of
host polymers becomes problematic. Even if the QDs have high QY, this is a property usually measured at low fluence where QD exciton occupancy can be far less
than 1 exciton per dot on average. Under high fluence excitation all the excitation
energy lost non-radiativly has to go somewhere, and that is ultimately as heat dissipated in the QD and host lattices. The poor power efficiency of QD doped polymer devices is further exacerbated by the large difference in permittivity of the
host polymer relative to the QDs which introduces another unhelpful feature via
the local field factor [36]. The intensity of the pump light within a QD is reduced
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Figure 4: Auger multiple decay processes in PbSe QDs. (a) Transient absorption decay curves
for a range of pump fluences. Δ𝛼1S is scaled here so that a value of 1 is the pump induced
absorption change when the average QD exciton occupancy is 1. The single exciton lifetime is
far greater than the measurement timescale. The inset depicts fitted decays for the single, biand tri-exciton cases, showing the strong dependence of the Auger relaxation rate on the
occupation number. (b) Auger multiple relaxation chain. The scaling statistics of the rate
constants are discussed by Klimov et al. [34] and Barzykin et al. [35]. Reprinted (a) and (b) with
permission from V. I. Klimov et al. Phys. Rev. B 77 (2008) 195324. © 2008 by the American
Physical Society.
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Where 𝜖02 is the solvent permittivity (assuming negligible frequency dispersion in
the range of interest), and 𝜖 (𝜔) and 𝜖 (𝜔) are the real and imaginary components of the QD permittivity. Typically for a semiconductor particle of refractive
index = 3 embedded in a polymer of refractive index = 1.5 the intensity of an excitation beam will be reduced by over 50% within the higher refractive index material. For QDs such as CdTe and HgTe with higher values still for 𝜖 (𝜔) and 𝜖 (𝜔)
this factor can fall even lower, with perhaps as little as 25% of the excitation reaching its target. This is another reason why high pump powers are needed for optically excited QDs embedded in structures like polymer waveguides. However the
low local field factor is something that can be addressed by combining QDs with
higher refractive index hosts and with plasmonic or photonic nanoparticles and
nanostructures. Some examples of this are included in later sections.
Figure 5 illustrates some of the unpublished early work done on QD doped
polymer waveguides. Channels of various widths were photolithographically
formed in a low refractive index cross-linked methacrylate polymer film spin
coated onto glass (or silicon) substrates and the edge walls and base of the grooves
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Figure 5: Testing HgTe QD doped polymer waveguide devices. (a) Fibred test circuit for
packaged, fibre-tailed devices (shown on inset photo). Devices consisted of an array of guides
on each chip from which one was selected for fibre alignment during packaging. Waveguide
chips were mounted on a Peltier cooler. Waveguides could be pumped at 980 nm and the
emission at longer wavelengths monitored in either the forward or reverse waveguided
directions as shown in (b). The 980 nm tap (waveguide splitter) allowed 0.1% of the 980 nm
pump laser output after the optical isolator to be monitored on a power meter. Panel (c) shows
the pump power dependent emission spectra in the forward direction. (d) Damaged waveguide
as a result of exceeding the safe pump power dissipation level at the launch face of
a waveguide. The damage zone rapidly propagates along the guide in an avalanche fashion.
The typical safe level was around 120 mW, where the forward spontaneous emission begins to
saturate. Saturation power levels are broadly similar to those in Er3+ doped fibre. MUX = fibre
multiplexer, OSA = optical spectrum analyser.
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were etched and heat treated afterwards in order to reduce any surface roughness and minimise light scattering. A higher refractive index PMMA/polystyrene
copolymer doped with QDs was then spin coated into the grooves and the thicker
regions over and in the grooves formed low moded, and for the narrower channels, single mode light guiding channels.
In test measurements typically up to about 120 mW of 980 nm pump power
was coupled into the polished end faces of the QD doped guides. At higher
pump fluences not only did saturation of the spontaneous emission become more
marked but also the chances of strong localized absorption in the presence of optical defects or scattering due to mechanical roughness near the end face of the
guide would often result in catastrophic damage. With insufficient thermal dissipation (even with the chip mounted on a Peltier cooler) the doped guide rapidly
absorbed more power causing more damage in an avalanche effect that propagates along the doped guide as seen in Figure 5d. This graphically illustrates the
optical engineering gulf between making real devices handling sufficient excitation powers that would be required for +20 dB of signal gain in a single mode
waveguide and measuring a transient material gain coefficient in a solution or on
propagation along the normal of a thin film.
The reason for making these early demonstrator devices was quite simple:
there were broadly two sets of problems to solve. On the one hand the fundamental carrier dynamics and optical excitation efficiency of the QDs themselves had
to be improved, and on the other we had to then take those materials and build
a device fabrication process around them, i. e. address the engineering which was
no less of a problem. The hope was that we could have a waveguide process developed into which we could drop an improved QD when one was ready, rather like
a car manufacturer dropping an improved engine into an existing vehicle body
unit. The anticipation was that the multiexciton relaxation problem might soon
be addressable by using QD heterostructures.
Emission intermittency and spectral diffusion had been observed by many in
single QD spectroscopy and had been associated with Auger processes resulting
in QDs with large internal electric fields or even becoming ionized altogether for
a period of time [37]. Mostly this work had been done on materials emitting in the
visible such as CdSe since silicon CCD detectors were able to offer the simultaneous imaging, time resolution and photon counting capabilities. Little work has
been done on long wavelength emitting materials such as HgTe where detector
technology is less sensitive (with poorer signal to noise) and far more expensive.
Coating of QDs in dense films with multiple ZnO monolayers by atomic layer deposition [38] (ALD) has been investigated by Kim et al. [39] as a possible method
to reduce CdSe/ZnS core shell QD blinking and spectral diffusion with moderate
success.
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The use of QDs embedded in nanorods [40] is another approach which may
help to make population inversion more attainable. Most reports again focus on
the CdSe/CdS system (CdSe dots in CdS rods [40, 41]), though Justo et al. have extended the synthesis to near IR emitting PbS dots embedded in CdS (and CdSe)
nanorods by successive partial cation exchange steps with first Cu and then Pb
ion treatments [42]. QDs in nanorods have a greatly increased absorption crosssection relative to the core QD and much larger Stokes shifts than the core in isolation. The latter reduces self-absorption of the emission from the high energy side
of the QD fluorescence spectrum and so reduces the overlap between absorption
and emission spectra. The increase in the linear absorption cross-section due to
the presence of the rod also brings an increase in the two photon absorption crosssection, making it feasible to pump in the IR on the low energy side of the spontaneous emission peak. Whilst absorption and emission processes are even further decoupled, the two photon absorption cross-section is much weaker than the
one photon cross-section and the absorption rate is pump intensity dependent.
To achieve the necessary inversion level by this excitation route Xing et al. [40]
needed to contain their dot in rod heterostructures in a resonant optical structure
to provide sufficient feedback and therefore used the whispering gallery modes
(WGM) of a 5 micron diameter silica microsphere.
Rather than QDs in nanorods, a number of groups have simply employed QDs
embedded in large diameter (giant) nanoshells typically ranging in diameters up
to 20 nm [43–46]. Again the shell confers a larger absorption cross-section on the
heterostructure, along with a large Stokes shift. PL blinking can be almost fully
suppressed [43], and most notably Auger recombination can be fully quenched at
low (< 200 K) temperatures [46] with the hope that with further refinement of the
heterostructures this may be extended to room temperature operation. Fluorescence quantum yields in these materials can reach almost 100%.
Of course the larger shells become the bigger the scattering problem they have
when embedded in low refractive index materials. The scattering cross-section increases as d6 so a 4.5 nm particle emitting at 1.5 um will increase its scattering
intensity by a factor of over 120 times upon adding a 2.8 nm shell. For the giant
shells with sizes ranging up to 20 nm total diameter the scattered intensity could
be 7700 times stronger, posing a problem for dot in polymer type waveguide structures. If any aggregation of the QDs occurs, this problem can become far worse
still. Under these circumstances it seems far better to look at an entirely semiconductor film device – i. e. more compact due to the high QD density, easier to
thermally manage (mount on a Peltier cooler) and no big refractive index contrast
steps between the QDs and their surroundings. Again this naturally leads to QDs
coupled to semiconductor nanostructures as a means to fabricate optical devices.
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Another strategy used to try to combat the overlap between absorption and
emission makes use of a giant exciton-exciton repulsion in multiply excited core
shell QDs. Klimov et al. [47] have demonstrated a 50 fold enhancement of the gain
lifetime in type II CdS in ZnSe core-shells (up to 1700 ps) arising from the spatial
localization of the photogenerated holes into the ZnSe shell and the electrons into
the CdS core. The resulting charge distribution in the dot under multiple excitation means that in each layer only identical charges are likely to encounter each
other and naturally repel each other, reducing the chances of Auger recombination. The electric field associated with the spatial charge separation also strongly
Stark shifts the absorption spectrum of the multiply excited QDs dynamically reducing the absorption/emission overlap.
Aside from the use of the special heterostructures outlined above to improve
the chances of observing enhanced or prolonged transient optical gain in QDs,
there are many examples of the use of high finesse resonant optical structures
containing QDs to either provide optical feedback, restrict propagating modes to
a narrow photonic passband, or simply make the output more directional or extend (gain or spontaneous emission) lifetimes. In the IR range, Shopova et al. [48]
coated silica microspheres with HgTe nanoparticles using a polyelectrolyte/QD
layer by layer (LbL) approach and Finlayson et al. [49] attached PbSe QDs to
photonic (micron size range) beads. Chunxia et al. [50] deposited HgTe QDs on
silicon-on-insulator photonic nanostructures and Luk et al. [51] incorporated PbS
QDs into a photonic crystal microcavity. Cylindrical microcavities coated with
CdSe/ZnS core shells, and CdSe nanorods were used by Kazes et al. [52] whilst
Min et al. [53] coated lithographically patterned torroidal (micro-ring) silica resonators with CdSe/ZnS QDs. An intriguingly simple approach to enclosing QDs
in a microcavity was demonstrated by Schäfer et al. [54]. They formed charged
microdroplets of CdSe/ZnS core shell QDs dissolved in water with sizes ranging
from typically 10–50 μm. The charged drops were levitated in the space between
two electrodes and observed under excitation with a focused beam from the frequency doubled Q-switched output of a Nd YAG laser at 532 nm. Lasing in the visible within the duration of the 10 ns Q switched excitation pulses (but of course
limited by the sub-ns biexciton lifetimes) was observed with threshold fluences
of around 50 mJ/cm2 . Figure 6 depicts several examples of these types of optical
resonators which can be used with QD coatings.
Whilst most of these examples were aimed at producing QD and in some cases
IR QD lasers, without the necessity to define optical cavities or other structures
with the QDs in situ, it is hard to see how many of these structures could be used to
make practical high output power and efficiently coupled laser devices. Although
useful, the high degree of optical feedback still does not ultimately address the
fundamental issues of fast Auger relaxation outlined previously.
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A more sober use of optical feedback to improve the directionality and reduce
the natural QD spectral width of optically pumped QDs was investigated by the
Heiss group. In earlier work by Poitras et al. [55] a thin (95 nm) layer of CdSe QDs
was spin coated on top of multilayer dielectric mirror coatings and further dielectric layers were deposited directly on top of the QD layer to form a complete Fabry
Perot cavity. Via the Purcell effect the cavity increased both the absorption and the
emission strengths (by a factor of ×2.7 in the former case) whilst the QD spectral
width narrowed by a factor of ×3.3 to 6.6 nm.
𝛤
The theoretical spectrally integrated emission enhancement, 𝛤 , is given
0
by [56],
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the QD layer is located, relative to the peak value in the cavity, Δ𝜆 PL is the QD
emission spectral width (assuming that this is larger than the cavity width), 𝜆 0 is
the cavity output centre wavelength, n is the QD layer refractive index and 𝑑 is the

where

cavity length.
This approach was later extended further by the Heiss group with HgTe QDs
emitting around 1600 nm [57]. In that case the QDs were deposited atop the
multilayer dielectric mirror using the polyelectrolyte/QD LbL technique and the
QD/polymer film then had a further SiO2 spacer layer and a subsequent 200 nm
silver reflector layer deposited directly on top of the structure to form a complete
optical cavity. The cavity could be thermally tuned over the range 1400 – 1750 nm
for a temperature range of 25 – 75 ∘ C, whilst the QD spectral width was reduced
by a factor of ×8 relative to QDs without a cavity. The emission beam divergence
could be reduced to less than 3∘ which is very significant from the technological
point of view when considering the efficient coupling of the output to other optoelectronic components and most critically when coupling into optical fibre. What
still remains as a challenge is to demonstrate efficient electrical rather than optical excitation in this emission range, though the simple QD/polyelectrolyte LbL
film is probably not the best format for that type of application. In a subsequent
paper Roither et al. [58] used a compromise approach demonstrating simple integration of CdSe/ZnS core shell and PbS IR QDs (with output up to 1800 nm)
directly on the external output face of plastic packaged blue emitting InGaN LEDs
for colour conversion or down conversion of the LED output. Whilst additional
dielectric mirror coatings were added to improve the overall QD light extraction,
the QDs were not contained within high finesse cavities in these cases, so there
was no great enhancement in spectral purity or directionality, though this might
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Figure 6: Various types of high finesse micro-resonators used in conjunction with QD films (and
droplets) for high feedback and selection of small number of modes to improve
excitation/reduce optical loss. (a) coated sphere (silica, polymer bead etc.), (b) coated rod, (c)
lithographically patterned toroidal or microring resonator over coated with QDs, (d)
electrostatically levitated charged microdroplet of QD solution. Resonator circuit diameters, 𝐷,
are typically 10–100 um, whilst the QD coating thickness, 𝑡, may be as little as 100 nm, often far
less than the evanescent penetration depth, 𝐸, of the surface (whispering gallery) tangential
mode which is of the order of the propagating wavelength.

be possible by directly integrating the QD/reflector layers directly on top of the
LED chip itself.
Whilst Auger recombination is a problem when trying to sustain multiple exciton populations in QD gain applications, inverse Auger processes such as impact
ionization can present a useful opportunity for others. When an exciton is created
in a QD by absorption of a photon with energy far greater than the bandgap energy
𝐸g it is said to be hot initially. In fact hot excitons may rapidly dissociate and the
heavier holes may then cool more rapidly than the electrons by phonon mediated
interaction with the QD lattice. Electron cooling may generally be a little slower,
in most cases cooling may take up to say 10 ps depending on the electron effective mass. The impact ionization process competes with carrier cooling and leads
to the generation of an additional carrier pair if the initial hot exciton energy (𝐸i )
exceeds a threshold value (𝐸t ) set by energy and momentum conservation consid-
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Figure 7: Manipulating the bandgap energy and split-off energy (𝐸g and Δ respectively) to
resonantly enhance impact ionization. (a) Schematic arrangement of the conduction and
valence bands near the band edge in bulk Cd𝑥 Hg1−𝑥 Te and composition dependence of the
bandgap and split-off energies. (b) MEG QY for several Cd𝑥 Hg1−𝑥 Te QDs (x values from 1 to 0.47)
made by cation exchange of Hg2+ for Cd2+ starting from 3.75nm diameter CdTe QDs. The highest
value (199% ± 19%) was observed for 𝑥 = 0.52 for this QD size. (a) and (b) Reproduced from S. V.
Kershaw et al. Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys., 2014, Advance Article, DOI: 10.1039/C4CP01465K,
with permission from the PCCP Owner Societies.

erations:

𝐸t = (2 +

𝑚𝑒
) 𝐸g
𝑚ℎ

(3)

The electron to hole effective mass ratio in HgTe is very low (around 0.06)
implying the possibility of very low threshold MEG.
Additional carrier pairs could also in principal be generated if 𝐸i exceeded
still higher thresholds, though for most situations only a doubling of excitons is of
practical importance. Depending on the fraction of hot carriers converted to cooler
multiple pairs in this way, a multiple exciton generation (MEG) QY of 100% – 200%
can be obtained and in the process, rather than loosing 𝐸i − 𝐸g to the lattice for
every photon absorbed (before band edge recombination), the inefficiency is limited to only (𝑚𝑒 /2𝑚ℎ )𝐸g for every exciton created. However, as soon as multiple
carriers are present in the QDs, Auger recombination is ready to spirit away the
additional exciton with a bi-exciton lifetime of typically a few ps to a few tens of
ps. To capitalize on MEG in QDs therefore steps are needed to extract at least one
of the exciton pair rapidly, before Auger recombination can claim it, and ideally
also slow down the Auger recombination rate as outlined in the previous sections.
Recently we demonstrated MEG in water-based HgTe QDs with a MEG QY of
136% at 3.1𝐸g with the threshold still to be determined [59]. In addition we also
observed the signature of MEG in Cd𝑥 Hg1−𝑥 Te alloy QDs [60] with a QY estimated
to be 199% at an excitation energy of 3𝐸g (for 𝑥 ≈ 0.5). In the latter case it is postulated that MEG benefits from a resonant interaction with the split-off valence
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Figure 8: Stimulated emission from fortuitously doped HgTe QDs at 2.5ns after excitation at
532 nm. Changes in absorption/length products (𝛼𝐿) that are < 0 indicate optical gain. The gain
spectrum extended from 1400 nm to over 1600 nm and the gain lifetime was several ns. The
pump fluence dependence (shown here in terms of the resulting average exciton occupancy per
QD) showed almost no (very low) threshold indicative of four level operation involving shallow
trap states in the bandgap. Reprinted with permission from P. Geiregat et al. (abstract)
Thresholdless Optical Gain using Colloidal HgTe Nanocrystals, presented at CLEO: QELS
Fundamental Science, © 2014 OSA.

band in analogy with the effect known as the basis for avalanche photodetectors
in bulk Cd𝑥 Hg1−𝑥 Te alloy material [61] (Figure 7).
The low (two-fold for both conduction and valence bandedge) level degeneracy of QD HgTe makes it a natural choice as a potential IR gain medium. However, although the Stokes shift in simple binary HgTe QDs can be of the order of
120 – 150 nm for 1.5 μm emitting material, there is still substantial overlap between absorption and emission for band edge transitions, even allowing for ensemble broadening. Without the use of heterostructures (e. g. type II core-shells)
to spatially separate photoexcited electrons and holes, the Stokes shift is then
too limited to allow sustained carrier population inversion at the band edge without high fluence excitation to generate multiple carrier pairs and the consequent
problem of fast Auger recombination. Rather than trying to battle with what is essentially a two-level laser system, Geiregat et al. [62, 63] have recently suggested
a more easy to invert scheme where, by introducing one or more dopant or vacancy induced trap levels in the bandgap, a three or four level gain scheme with
gain coefficients of the order of 100 cm−1 can be created. With a shallow trap state
near the valence band as the lower laser transition level and a short trap lifetime,
the lower lasing level can be emptied rapidly ensuring that the upper level (which
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if only occupied by single carriers has the radiative lifetime for fluorescence, typically a few tens of ns for HgTe QDs) always has an excess population. In addition (as seen in Figure 8) only very small excited state populations, ⟨𝑁⟩ ≥ 0.005
are needed to exceed the threshold for gain in a simple thin film. Gain lifetimes
with such a scheme are typically a few ns [62] rather than a few tens of ps, which
is starting to close the gap on the 100 ns lifetimes that can be implied to be required for steady state electrically pumped devices. This can be estimated from
the 400 fold reduced threshold relative to that required for bi-exciton based population inversion and the lifetimes calculated by Caruge et al. [64] to be necessary
for electrically pumped bi-exciton gain in Zn𝑥 Cd1−𝑥 Se alloyed QD LED devices.

2 Organic synthesis of HgTe
The range of methods for colloidal QD synthesis was dramatically extended by
the advent of the so called hot injection technique which allowed QDs to be
grown in polar organic solvents using long chain organo-phosphorous, alkylamine, alkylthiol or fatty acid ligands [65, 66]. Initially attention focussed mainly
on the wider bandgap Cd and Zn chalcogenides which benefited from synthesis
at higher temperatures where better crystallinity, morphology and size dispersion [67] were seen than could often be obtained by aqueous methods for some of
these materials. The hot injection method also suited Pb chalcogenide synthesis,
PbS and PbSe in particular, and this type of organic solvent method also had the
advantage for IR emitting QDs that the strong IR absorption associated with water
(and OH containing ligands) could be avoided whilst the organic compatibility
ensured that the QDs could be processed into films and composites with other
materials from more volatile solvents. This was well demonstrated by Bakueva
et al. [68] who produced electroluminescent PbS QD/phenylene derivative polymer films emitting in the 1000 – 1600 nm range with (for low bandgap QDs at that
time) quite reasonable EL efficiencies of around 1%.
It took a little longer for a good hot injection synthesis in organic solvents to
emerge for colloidal QD HgTe and Hg chalcogenides in general, largely due to the
acute toxicity of the potential organometallic precursors. Green [69] synthesised
TOPO stabilized Hg chalcogenides grown in polar organic solvents such as toluene
at room temperature (and up to 50 ∘ C) using a range of salts as precursors, though
the products were not generally stable in solution for more than a few days. Green
et al. [70] later used a mixture of TOPO and alkylamines to coordinate the QDs
and found that a higher temperature hot-injection (typically 70 ∘ C followed by
growth for 30 min) could then be used more successfully (better colloidal stabil-
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Figure 9: (a) and (b) HRTEM images of organic solvent grown HgTe QDs (scale bars 20 nm). (c)
absorption spectra, (d) PL spectra in tetrachloroethylene solvent. (a)–(d) Adapted with
permission from S. Keuleyan et al. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 133 (2011) 16422. © 2011, American
Chemical Society.

ity), but still found the product to be highly disperse with a significant proportion
of bulk particles which required separation after synthesis. Later development of
the route for HgSe by using TOPSe chalcogen precursor and multiple precursor injections [71] produced more uniform (narrower) size distributions and more nonspherical particles, tending towards pyramidal for lower TOPSe to metal salt ratios. Piepenbrock et al. [72] used a similar route to grow IR emitting HgTe QDs with
55% – 60% QY using mixed alkyl amine/TOPO coordinating ligands with ethanol
as the solvent and TOPTe as the tellurium precursor. Their approach differed in
that they carried out the reaction at low (dry ice) temperatures to use temperature
quenching to improve and control QD size and dispersity. However they found the
particle size distributions changed rapidly on ageing (over several days) which
seems to point to rather weaker QD/ligand binding with alkylamines and TOPO
combinations than is usually obtained for Cd, Zn and Pb QDs in comparable organic syntheses.
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More recently, the Guyot-Sionnest group [73] has had some of the best success
with organic solvent hot injection synthesis of HgTe and other Hg chalcogenides,
producing quite narrow size distributions with emissions ranging from the near
IR to nearly 5000 nm, and with well defined particle shapes, mainly pyramidal in
this size range (Figure 9). To achieve better control over the kinetics they adopted
the approach successfully used by Cademartiri et al. [74] to regulate hot injection
grown PbS, by choosing a high precursor to alkylamine ratio so that the resulting solution viscosity could retard the growth (at around 80 ∘ C) sufficiently for
control on the few to tens of minutes synthesis timescale. The well defined QD
material grown by this route has been used by the same group in a number of key
optoelectronic device papers (described later).
Another approach used in some cases where organic polymers and QDs are
to be combined or where QDs are doped into silica sol-gel hosts etc, involves
the use of polar aprotic organic solvents. These can be used in conjunction with
short chain water compatible ligands such as mercaptopropionic (MPA) and thioglycolic (TGA) acids, 1-thioglycerol (1-TG), etc, or ligands which might be readily hydrolysed in water such as mercaptopropyltrimethoxysilane. Dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO), dimethylformamide (DMF) and formamide can all be used, with the
amides being weakly coordinating solvents as well. For HgTe QDs, growth at room
temperature with 1-TG, etc tends to result in relatively broad size distributions and
the colloid stability on storage is rather poorer (typically a few days to a week or
two) relative to material grown in water at high pH with the same ligands. This
is presumably due to the weaker interaction with ligands that have a much lower
degree of de-protonation of their thiol groups than when used in aqueous alkaline
solutions.

3 Further development in synthetic methods
Both aqueous and organic solvent-based syntheses can be used to grow HgTe and
related Hg chalcogenides and alloy QDs. To grow very narrow band gap, mid-IR
emitting materials, the hot injection method is simply prolonged to several minutes growth time at typically 70 – 90 ∘ C, whilst for the aqueous synthesis, after an
initial rapid room temperature growth stage, a period of Ostwald ripening for several hours, again at around 70 ∘ C , will yield QDs in the 5 – 15 nm diameter range.
For devices (FETs, photodetectors, etc) with bandgaps in the < 0.6 eV range, the
QD stoichiometry (principally due to the anion or cation saturation at the QD surface) the interparticle spacing in films and carrier lifetimes and carrier mobilities,
etc, are of critical importance. Whilst it is tempting to assume that the interparticle
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separation can be simply controlled by the choice of ligand length in either type of
synthesis, it has become apparent that whilst in an ideal world this is true, forensic examination of the synthetic product often shows a more complicated picture.
Lhuillier et al. [75] mention that organic solvent grown material with HgTe QDs in
the 8 nm size range may actually be obtained as a distribution of aggregated particles with aggregate mean diameters up to 20 times that of the individual QDs,
but when deposited as a film the material nonetheless shows a photoconductive
response. In the aqueous synthetic method we have observed that as the QD diameter exceeds 3 – 4 nm, the particle diameter measured in solution by dynamic light
scattering (the particle hydrodynamic radius) likewise rapidly exceeds the QD diameter by several multiples. We find that the extent of this aggregation is strongly
dependent on the precursor concentrations, QD product concentration and rate
of addition of the telluride precursor. As shown in Figure 10, by changing the synthetic protocol to minimize aggregate formation, the upper size limit for room temperature HgTe QD growth can be extended and material with PL emission in the
2 – 3 micron range can be obtained without resorting to Ostwald ripening. The aggregation phenomenon is not restricted to HgTe QDs – other large diameter QDs
such as PbS have also been shown to have similar behaviour [76] [77], and other
QDs (including ternaries and quaternaries such as CuInS, CuInGaS, etc, which often have limited colloidal stability in solution) may also be prone to aggregation.
It is apparent that one of the main reasons why QD particle growth becomes
more difficult (rate of growth drops) with increasing QD size may be due to the
poor access of precursors to the surfaces of particles in the interior of the aggregates. When transferring QDs by ligand exchange (or indeed performing ligand
exchange on deposited films) it is also important to ensure that the ligand exchange does not simply occur on the surface of these aggregates of QDs whilst
leaving the previous ligands in place within them. The use of not just PL and absorption spectra but also techniques such as dynamic light scattering to monitor
synthesis and exchange processes (in solution), coupled with treatments to break
up aggregates post-synthesis [60], are vital in order to obtain the simple ideal ligand monolayer capped QDs intended and whose packing behaviour in thin films
can then be properly and systematically explored.
Assuming that well (singly) dispersed QDs can be grown to around at least
5 nm diameters, a number of recent synthetic developments have emerged which
allow for continued step-wise growth by alternate deposition of cation and anion species by a process termed atomic layer deposition (ALD). This approach,
where an excess of only one precursor species is present in solution at any one
time, may be less prone to the previously mentioned aggregation problems and
may in fact be a faster method to enlarge QDs in the > 5 nm size range than methods such as Ostwald ripening. It also allows for a more precise ‘atomic layer at
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Figure 10: Optimization of the aqueous synthesis method for large diameter HgTe QD growth.
(a) dynamic light scattering (DLS) measurement of mean particle diameter compared with QD
diameter (estimated from PL peak position and using the Kovalenko et al. [27] size/PL
expression) for two different syntheses: growth in one single step with 20 m Molar Hg(ClO4 )2
initial concentration; and multiple stage growth at 2 m Molar initial salt concentration. In
successive stages the same amount of metal ion precursor and ligand is added to the previous
stage but the volume of solution is also increased to maintain the initial net concentrations of
Hg2+ and ligand (1 : 1.67). (b) same data as (a) with DLS diameter normalized by the PL
determined QD diameters. For the multistage dilute solution growth, for the first 30 minutes of
slow H2 Te addition nucleation is promoted by adding the H2 Te(g) precursor at a high
concentration. After this stage, growth proceeds with far less nucleation by reducing the H2 Te
concentration in the gas flow by a factor of 2. For the low precursor concentration synthesis,
three successive growth stages were used (S1–S3). For comparison, in (b) the dashed curves
also show the expected limits for: QDs with a single shell of 1-TG ligand (black dashed curve);
QDs with a double shell of 1-TG ligand (light grey dashed curve); aggregates of QDs with
diameters equivalent to 2 dots each coated with a 1-TG monlayer. The latter represents an
estimate of the limit above which QD aggregation could be occurring. Such clustering of QDs is
what probably limits the rate of growth and maximum QD size that can be achieved by the
single stage/high concentration approach. For the single stage high concentration synthesis
the PL peak reached 1300 nm whilst the low concentration multistage material reached a peak
PL of 2138 nm without resorting to heating the solution (i. e. only room temperature growth was
used).

a time’ control of the particle diameter, whilst also ensuring that the outer surface of the QDs has a defined anionic or cationic nature. Assembling QDs a single layer at a time is also a useful means of building heterostructures for either
cation or anion based core-shells [78]. The ALD approach is also related to the replacement of conventional synthesis ligands used to solvate the particles in the
particular choice of growth solvent (e. g. short chain mercapto-acids, water soluble thiols, or alkyl-thiols, alkyl-amines, etc) with compact inorganic ligands such
as As2 S3 [79], a range of simple anions (S2− , HS− , Se2− , HSe− , Te2− , HTe− , TeS2−
3 ,
OH− , and NH2− ) [80] or molecular metal ions [81–83] such as metal chalcogenides
(zintyls) [84]. Adjacent QDs in films with compact anionic ligands such as S2− etc,
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have also been bridged with divalent metal cations to improve and manipulate
charge carrier characteristics [85]. These approaches may be used to control the
surface stoichiometry (in favourable cases the carrier type may be switched from
n- to p- type for example [78, 85]) and to reduce the interdot spacing in films of
QDs with such capping ligands in order to improve carrier mobilities.
Whilst relatively little work with these ALD and inorganic ligand approaches
has been done on HgTe QDs, there is sufficient evidence from their application
with other tellurides (CdTe) and mercury chalcogenides (HgS and HgSe) to suggest
that these may be very helpful synthetic techniques to use on larger diameter, low
bandgap material.
Interestingly, during the writing of this manuscript, the Guyot-Sionnest group
have published an advance on their HgTe organic synthetic route [86]. Hitherto they had experienced difficulty making material with room temperature PL
emission much greater than 5000 nm (though with cooling 7000 nm could be
achieved [87]). With their standard organic method particles with diameters above
15 nm tended to have poor morphology (branched and irregular shapes) and consequently poor emission and electronic properties. They have recently improved
their synthetic method and obtained better quality material up to 20 nm QD diameters which extends the room temperature band edge absorption and emission
to over 8000 nm and have also measured photocurrent response to 12 000 nm under liquid nitrogen cooling. The modifications to the synthesis resonate to a degree with our experience described above to extend the aqueous synthesis range.
In their organic case they found it beneficial to dilute the TOPTe precursor with
oleylamine and add as a larger volume during the initial injection. This reduced
the extent of nucleation somewhat (by dropping the reaction temperature further
on injection) and allowed a more homogeneous growth stage, less dependent on
the rapid mixing dynamics after injection. After growth for several minutes they
obtained particles with diameters up to about 5 nm. To extend the growth process
to 20 nm sizes they added further HgCl2 and TOPTe precursor solutions drop-wise
to their reaction flask (here there is no need for rapid injection as only additional
growth is required, not further nucleation). By adding the precursors slowly and
in dilute solutions, the nucleation threshold is not exceeded and good quality regrowth direct from the added precursor stock rather than by Ostwald ripening
was achieved. At larger diameters they obtained particles that were mainly cornertruncated (or rounded) pyramids. The better particle morphology and narrow size
dispersion of their QDs was evident in the absorption spectra which show clearly
visible additional transitions above the band edge, which are modelled by a further extension of Allan and Delerue’s [88] tight binding theory.
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4 More recent optoelectronic and electronic HgTe
devices
Kim et al. [89] were one of the first groups to look at the IR photoconductive properties of aqueous synthesized HgTe QDs in thin films. Citing the lack of a barrier
presented by the capping ligand 1-TG to photogenerated hole extraction in their
films (the HgTe/1-TG valence band offset is 0.33 eV) they suggested that HgTe photoconductivity would arise primarily from hole transport in the films, with the
geminate photoelectrons remaining bound within the QDs. The photoconductive
response in these films closely followed the absorption spectrum, cutting off at
around 1100 nm. They also claimed to synthesize CdTe/HgTe/CdTe QWQD’s with
the same ligand and again found a hole transport photocurrent mechanism [90].
No mention was made of any evidence of alloying between the CdTe and HgTe
layers. The same group also fabricated a top gate FET structure using the same
material and observed p-type behaviour in their QDs. The observation of IR photoconductivity in HgTe QD films suggested that such materials may be very useful
as both photodetector and panchromatic photovoltaic solar cell materials. Günes
et al. [91] incorporated mixtures of HgTe QDs as synthesized in water (with 1-TG
as the ligand) and the same material transferred into organic solvent (with dodecanethiol as a replacement ligand) and blended with the polymer P3HT onto
films of nanoporous wide bandgap TiO2 spheres to form a bulk heterojunction
solar cell. The aqueous QDs were located at the TiO2 nanoparticle film interface
improving the interfacial charge transfer between the oxide and the QD/polymer
layers resulting in an IPCE of 10%.
Most of the interest in HgTe QDs however has centered on their use in QD FETs
and longer wavelength IR photodetectors. Following the earlier work on HgTe QD
FETs with 1-TG ligands [92, 93], Kim et al. experimented with post-deposition sintering (typically at around 150 ∘ C) to remove some or all of the ligand to try to
improve the hole mobilities in the p-type films. The best performance in this early
work achieved hole mobilities of 4.1 cm2 V−1 s−1 . In addition they fabricated both
top and bottom gate structures on flexible polymer films showing good resilience
in the electrical characteristics up to bend radii of around 2.4 cm [94].
Rather than sintering to change the carrier mobilities, Lhuillier et al. [79] replaced the long alkyl chain ligands used during the synthesis of HgTe QDs grown
by an organic solvent route with highly compact As2 S3 ligands post-film deposition in their FET studies. They also carried out a similar exchange process using
EDT for comparison. Whilst they did not reach mobilities as high as for the previous sintered films both types of films processed under oxygen-free conditions
had intrinsic carrier behavior rather than p-type, and the hole and electron mo-
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bilities for As2 S3 capped QDs were both around 100 times greater than for the EDT
coated QDs. On-off ratios were much larger than for the sintered films (by a factor
of 104 ). Whilst not having mobilities as high as the sintered films, the As2 S3 capped
QD films had an inter-dot carrier hopping time of around 0.65 ns which is short
enough to compete with radiative recombination, which is of more significance for
efficient charge separation in IR photodetectors. Around the same time Talapin’s
group [85] were also investigating compact ligands and dot to dot bridging using
various metal ions in order to reduce inter-dot spacing and improve carrier mobilities in dense QD films, again trying to avoid sintering. Although they did not
report on HgTe, they did demonstrate that CdTe QDs could be switched from ptype (using CdTe capped with Te2− ions and bridged with Cd2+ ions) through ambipolar (using In3+ ions instead of Cd2+ ) to strongly n-type (with In2 Se2−
4 ) reaching
electron mobilities of 0.1 cm2 V−1 s−1 . Although using infrared spectroscopy and
electrochemical charging rather than direct FET measurements, Liu et al. [95] observed that HgTe QDs may also exhibit both n-type and p-type behavior depending
on the charging regime and reported mobilities for both carrier types in the region
of 0.1 cm2 V−1 s−1 . They make the point that although FET measurements are required for practical device demonstrations, they may only reflect the behavior of
QDs in a shallow region of QDs close to the gate electrode and may be sensitive to
unintentional impurity doping during fabrication, possibly explaining the strong
exclusively p-type behavior seen in the earlier sintered film work.
Following the earlier work on IR photoconductivity in HgTe QD films [89], Hojun et al. [96], extended the IR photoresponse to 1300 nm and compared both lateral and vertical photoconductor device performances. The frequency response
of both of these devices was limited to only 100 – 200 Hz even though the channel lengths were quite different (500 and 0.9 microns respectively). This was attributed to only QDs in contact with the electrode structures contributing photogenerated carriers to the collected current. The same group subsequently fabricated pn junction devices with intersecting strips of sintered p-type HgTe QDs
and n-type ZnO nanowires [97]. With a four electrode geometry (shown in Figure 11a,b) they probed the separate photoconductive responses of the sintered
HgTe QD strip and ZnO nanowire and also the combined QD/nanowire junction response. In subsequent work they extended this idea by decorating a ZnO nanowire
with HgTe QDs directly on the surface so that when illuminated at energies above
the HgTe QD bandgap but below the ZnO bandgap the resulting QD photocharge
on the outside of the nanowire reduced the width of the conduction channel along
its axis giving rise to a photogating effect in the nanowire’s photoconductive response [98].
From about 2006 onwards the Heiss group also turned their attention to
HgTe photodetectors and in 2007 [99] reported the fabrication of HgTe QD pho-
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Figure 11: Fabricated IR optoelectronic HgTe QD film devices. (a) n-type ZnO nanowire/p-type
HgTe QD film junction with 4 contact electrodes (A–D). (b) Band alignments for same device. (a)
and (b) reprinted with permission from S. Hojun et al. Appl. Phys. Lett. 94 (2009) 043102.
© 2009, AIP Publishing LLC. (c) Photoconductive detector consisting of adjacent strips of HgTe
QD films (running to bottom) deposited by inkjet printing onto interdigitated Ti/Au electrodes.
(c) reprinted with permission from M. Böberl et al. Adv. Mater. 19 (2007) 3574. © 2007
Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim.

toconductive thin film detectors fabricated by inkjet printing from organic solvent (see Figure 11c). The QDs had been synthesized by the aqueous route and
then transferred into organic solvent by ligand exchange of the short chain water
soluble thiols for dodecanethiol. With large diameter QDs (up to 8 nm) they observed a photoconductive response up to 3000 nm and a peak detectivity of 𝐷∗ =
3.2×10 × 1010 cm Hz1/2 W−1 but only low (10 Hz) frequency operation. They also
demonstrated operation over a similar wavelength range for nanocolumns of the
same type of ligand exchanged HgTe QDs infiltrated into porous alumina membranes (PAMs) [100]. For both the inkjet printed and PAM nanocolumn HgTe QD
photoconductors the photocurrent vs. illumination power dependence was seen
to be nonlinear and showed a saturation effect which was attributed to trap states
in the QDs. The same group later fabricated a photovoltaic IR imaging device containing IR sensitive PbS sensitizers in combination with a P3HT/PCBM organic
polymer blend integrated with an amorphous silicon read out integrated circuit,
operating at wavelengths up to 1450 nm [101].
Whilst most of the FET and photodetector work mentioned above was done
using HgTe QDs synthesized by the aqueous route (and in some cases then transferred into organic solution), Guyot-Sionnest’s group pioneered the use of HgTe
QDs grown in organic solution using low temperature versions of the hot injection method mentioned previously. The usual choice of ligand after synthesis (often added as part of a growth quenching solution) was dodecanethiol. The latter
tends to bind too strongly to HgTe QDs to allow large particle sizes to be reached
during synthesis, but gives better long term colloid stability for the solutions after
the desired size range has been reached. Whilst such long chain thiols are viewed
as disadvantageous for carrier mobilities in solar cells [102–104], and FETs [105]
for many applications, it seems that these concerns are outweighed by perhaps
better film morphologies and larger HgTe volume fraction [105] in QD films with
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larger diameter HgTe QDs. Keuleyan et al. [106] and Lhuillier et al. [75] reported
the characterization of a number of mid-IR photoconductive detectors based on
such HgTe QD material. Depending on the QD size dependent bandgaps, detectors with cut-off wavelengths ranging up to 6000 nm were fabricated and tested.
Their 3000 nm and 5000 nm cut-off detectors could be operated at room temperature whilst the 5000 nm device was also tested at liquid nitrogen temperatures,
showing lower peak responsivity but an extended long wavelength IR detection
range. Their 6000 nm device had a peak detectivity, 𝐷∗ , of 2 × 109 Jones at an
optimal temperature of 130 K, whilst the optimal operating temperature for the
short wavelength detector was 270 K with operating biases for the devices ranging from 8 to 19 V. Figure 12b gives an example of the bias/temperature dependence of the detectivity for their HgTe QD photodetctors. The group predicted that
detectivities around 1010 Jones, comparable with several commercial IR photodetectors [75, 106], should be achievable. The reason for differing optimum operating temperatures arises from the trade off between the temperature coefficient
of the responsivity which falls exponentially with decreasing temperature in the
low temperature range, and the dependence of the (predominantly 1/𝑓) noise
current which also falls with temperature. The responsivity is also a function of
the balance between the rate at which photogenerated carrier pairs can be discociated and transported away from the QDs and (for mid-IR operation) the rate at
which the initial exciton’s energy can be non-radiatively coupled via dipolar interactions to the IR absorption frequencies of surrounding ligands (Figure 12a). Keuleyan et al. [106] estimate that the former exciton non-radiative lifetime for larger
HgTe QDs may be of the order of around 1 ns, whilst the inter-dot carrier hopping
time in closely packed films could be of the order of 50 ps, allowing carrier separation to compete with relaxation via ligand molecular vibrational modes. The latter
coupling hypothesis is discussed further by Keuleyan et al. [107] with IR measurements of QD QY at emission wavelengths out to 2700 nm using a fluorescence
up-conversion technique. Their calculations show strong but not totally complete
support for a dipolar coupling between the photogenerated excitons and ligand
vibrations, but contributions to the PL quenching in the mid-IR by other coupling
mechanisms (relaxation via surface states) could not be categorically dismissed
either. What is beyond doubt is the rapid decline in QY with increasing wavelength
in the mid-IR for all low bandgap QDs to date (Figure 12a).
The photoconductor devices tested in the earlier studies by the GuyotSionnest group [75, 106] were relatively thin, 300 – 450 nm, and thinner than the
absorption depth for the material (1 – 2 um [108]). Detector device performance
improvements are therefore to be expected to arise from film thickness and electrode spacing optimization, improved film morphology (reduction in noise current with less granular films), reduction in inter-particle separation (and carrier
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Figure 12: (a) Similarities in the QY trends with bandgap energy for IR QDs such as PbSe and
HgTe (Black filled circles are for Keuleyan et al. [107]). The black calculated line was derived
from a simple 2 band k.p model for the radiative rate constant (𝑘r ), and approximating the QDs
as simple dielectric spheres coated with an absorbing (dodecanethiol) shell to obtain the
non-radiative rate constant (𝑘nr ), from which QY = 𝑘r /(𝑘r + 𝑘nr ). Reprinted with permission from
S. Keuleyan et al. J. Phys. Chem. C 118 (2014) 2749. © 2014, American Chemical Society. (b).
Detectvity map for a particular HgTe QD sample for a range of bias and operating temperatures
from which the optimum performance conditions can be determined. Reprinted with
permission from E. Lhuillier et al. J. Appl. Phys. 110 (2011) 033110. © 2011, AIP Publishing LLC.

hopping times) by using shorter (e. g. atomic or small inorganic molecule) ligands.
Interestingly, the frequency response of the QD photoconductor devices is already
quite good, with 3 dB cut-offs estimated to be in the sub 100 ns range at room temperature [75].
Thin film HgTe QD photovoltaic devices have been reported by Kim et al. [109].
They combined organic solvent synthesis route material with PH3T as a carrier
(hole) transport material and wide bandgap nanoporous TiO2 as an electron transporting layer in a bulk heterojunction device. Excitation in the NIR, below the
bandgap of the titania and polymer materials, but above that of the QDs showed
peak EQE values of a few – 8%, and an upper frequency response (3 dB) around
100 kHz. However the QD sizes were relatively small (QD band edge around
1200 nm) and so here the non-radiative exciton lifetime is probably quite long (relaxation more likely dominated by the radiative decay time of say 10 to 50 ns). Extending such photovoltaic device operating wavelengths into the > 1.5 um range
whilst maintaining the relatively high EQE will probably be quite a difficult task.
A further interesting recent development for mid-IR materials comes from the
Guyot-Sionnest group’s work on intraband transitions in QDs. The group have previously investigated CdSe [110, 111] and PbSe [112] QD intraband absorption mechanisms and have recently turned their attention to interband transitions in HgS
and HgTe QDs [78]. For HgS they have observed fluorescence (at around 5000 nm)
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Figure 13: Alternate deposition of Hg2+ and S2− layers on HgS QDs. (a) IR absorption spectra
showing blue shifted band edge and induced intraband absorption for Hg2+ rich surfaces and
red shifted band edge with no (or weak) intraband absorption for S2− rich surface. (b)
Schematic illustration of relative location of the Fermi level and conduction band for the two
stoichiometries. (a) and (b) adapted with permission from K. S. Jeong et al. J. Phys. Chem. Lett.
5 (2014) 1139. © 2014, American Chemical Society.

from an intraband 1𝑆e −1𝑃e transition of air stable n-type HgS material, formed by
treating the surface with additional Hg2+ ions. The material could be flipped from
one polarity to the other by successive alternate treatments with S2− and then Hg2+
ions again, each treatment adding a further shell of anion or cation to the dots as
well. The S2− additions red shift the absorption edge and erase the intraband absorption whilst the Hg2+ additions restore the latter and blue shift the absorption
edge relative to the previous half of the cycle (Figure 13a). The S2− rich surface material has its Fermi level in the conduction/valence level bandgap whilst for the
Hg2+ rich surface the Fermi level falls within the lowered conduction band (Figure 13b). Similar treatments were made on ambipolar HgTe QDs (alternate Cd2+
and S2− additions) though only electronic measurements were reported. It is not
clear if cation exchange in the Te-based system may be a complicating factor (at
least in the longer term).
A recent development in the application of HgTe QDs in IR photodetectors
was reported by Chen et al. [113]. Following the demonstration of wide bandwidth
(𝑓3 dB = 1 MHz) photoconductivity with peak IR detectivities (𝐷∗ ) of over 1010
Jones in simple spray coated HgTe film devices, further improvement in device 𝐷∗
values by a factor of ×2.4 was observed in more sophisticated structures in which
the HgTe QDs were coupled in the near field of gold nanorods [113]. Careful adjustment of the proximity of the QDs and metal nanorods was achieved using a ZnO
spacer layer with an optimal thickness of 4.5 nm in this case (see Figure 14a). Allowing the QDs to be positioned in the near field of the plasmonic gold nanorods
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Figure 14: (a) Finite difference time domain electric field simulations of HgTe QD layers
deposited over plasmonic gold nanorods with a ZnO spacer layer showing optimization of the
ZnO thickness for enhanced light absorption in the QDs. (b) Measured normalized absorption
spectra due to the QDs and nanorods. (c) Spectral components due to the QDs alone. Reprinted
with permission from M. Chen et al. ACS Nano 2014. © 2014, American Chemical Society.

improved the absorption of light by the QDs due to the field enhancement around
the metal particles, whereas allowing contact between the two types of nanoparticle led to quenching of the QD excitation. The enhancement mechanism when
optimally spaced is believed to be more than simply due to the increase in the optical field in the region occupied by the QDs. The plasmon induced increase in the
extinction coefficient is predicted by finite difference time domain electric field
simulations to contribute only around 35% of the improvement in photocurrent
(as illustrated in Figure 14b and c). The remainder is attributed to enhanced exciton dissociation and carrier extraction from the QDs due to the local field around
the nanorods and QDs [113].
Such coupled HgTe QD/photonic nanostructures are the subject of further investigation.
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5 Modelling the electronic structure of HgTe
nanoparticles
The theoretical modelling of the electronic structure of colloidal nanoparticles is
a valuable tool not just to gain insight and interpretation of the experimentally
observed behaviour of particular QDs and heterostructures but also to guide the
exploration of new materials and nanostructure combinations. There are a number of different generic approaches: effective mass approximations (EMA); multiband k.p (k.p) and envelope function (EF) methods; and tight binding (TB) models. Together these theoretical methods can be used to derive the eigen energies of
electron and hole levels and appropriate wavefunctions of the carriers in the corresponding levels. These may be used to assign experimental (spectroscopic) data
to given transitions etc, and to determine the respective oscillator strengths and
expected transition rates which after comparison with measurements may then
also give insight into competing non-radiative processes. In some cases quite detailed predictions can be made of the band structure and the complete dielectric
function and densities of states may even be derived. Some insight may then even
be possible into more complex processes such as Auger relaxation and impact
ionization processes between pairs of excitons in multiply excited dots.
The EMA approach is relatively straightforward to implement and can readily
be used to model heterostructure QDs with simple geometries such as spherical
QDs and spherical core shell particles. Indeed, as described above, this is where
our original work on HgTe QDs grown in aqueous solutions first began. Schoos
et al. [2], were using a multilayer EMA model to interpet the absorption spectra of
QWQD CdS/HgS/CdS core shells using an extension of the previous model from
Haus et al. [114]. This approach is popular and still in widespread use today to
interpret the optical spectra and the carrier localization in many colloidal heterostructures [3]. Coulombic interactions between the photogenerated carriers are
added as perturbation, and the model is generally reasonably in agreement with
experimental data for less strongly confined moderate to wide bandgap materials.
For small narrow bandgap materials however, the confinement energy contribution can become rather overestimated.
For narrow bandgap materials such as InSb-like QDs (e. g. HgTe) in particular
Efros and Rosen [115], using a modified Pidgeon Brown 8 band k.p model [116]
with a surrounding infinite potential well, showed that k.p methods must take
account of band mixing and the contributions of remote bands to the carrier (most
critically the electron and light hole) effective masses to accurately determine QD
band level structures and give the correct ordering of levels.
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Figure 15: (a). Absorption cross-section (normalized per Hg atom) for a range HgTe QD sizes. (b)
Integrated cross-sections per QD vs. band edge wavelengths [108]. Reprinted with permission
from E. Lhuillier et al. Nanotechnology 23 (2012) 175705. © 2012 IOP Publishing Ltd.

To interpret their mid-IR experimental data (absorption spectrum derived 𝐸g
𝑑𝐸

and 𝑑𝑇g ), Lhuillier et al. [108] used a highly simplified 2 band k.p model (neglecting heavy hole and split-off bands) as a basis for simple empirical fits for their
data. Their results were fitted according to

𝜆g =

30.5

(4)

√1 + (43/𝑅)2 − 1

for the QD size/band edge exciton wavelength peak relationship (𝜆 g in microns,
𝑅 the QD diameter in nm). They cite a comprehensive set of modelling band parameters and calculate the short wavelength (Maxwell Garnett regime) absorption
cross-section per Hg atom within the QDs as 2.6 ± 0.4 × 10−17 cm2 /atom, whilst
the QD size dependent integrated absorption cross-section per dot at the band
edge is around 1.5 × 10−15 cm2 (Figure 15). Their spectra red shifted on cooling
with a Varshni 𝛼 parameter of +460 μeV K−1 .
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Figure 16: Gashimzade et al. [117] prediction of size dependence of lowest lying valence and
conduction band states for HgTe QDs in an infinite potential well using their generalized
multiband k.p approach. Reprinted with permission from F. M. Gashimzade et al. J.
Phys.-Condens. Mat. 12 (2000) 7923. © 2000, IOP Publishing Ltd.

For comparison, Kovalenko et al. [27] give a PL peak energy/size relationship
(where the PL peak is Stokes shifted relative to the absorption edge) as

𝐸g = 0.3 + 0.2/𝑑 + 5.7/𝑑2

(5)

(with 𝐸g in eV and 𝑑 the QD diameter in nm).
Gashimzade et al. [117] described a generalized multiband formalism that allows any number of bands to be used in the k.p approach thus allowing the inclusion of more conduction bands than the preceding 8 band model. They applied
this approach to InAs, HgTe and Cd𝑥 Hg1−𝑥 Te spherical QDs and in the HgTe case
(see Figure 16) included the lowest conduction band, the light and heavy hole and
split-off band and a further two next lowest conduction bands, making the point
that the split-off and band gap energies are both of a similar magnitude in small
QDs (a useful feature for some impact ionization processes).
For QWQD spherical multishell systems, Jaskólski and Bryant [118] used
a 6 band envelope function approximation k.p approach to study the same
CdS/HgS/CdS systems that Schoos et al. [2] had modelled earlier using the EMA
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method, citing the importance of including valence band mixing and, where narrow bandgap layers are present (such as HgS), the need to include the effect of
conduction band non-parabolicity.
Whilst many multiband models rely on the original Luttinger-Kohn methodology to derive the envelope functions, Burt [119] developed a new method to
arrive at exact envelope function equations that are more suited to the application of boundary conditions in nano-scale heterostructures. In a later comprehensive review of this envelope function method Burt [120] clarifies some of the
misconceptions around the validity of the theory when applied to abrupt interfaces in heterostructures and gives extensive guidance on the correct method
to order the differential operators that appear in the valence band Hamiltonians, rather than relying on prevailing symmetrization assumptions. Properly applied, the exact approach can include the effect of mixing between different electron bands and valence bands [121]. Pokliatov et al. [122] have also used the Burt
envelope function approach applied to an 8 band k.p model in a study of the
CdS/HgS/CdS spherical multishell system mentioned previously along with the
analogous CdTe/HgTe/CdTe system. They found that whilst lower level holes are
localized in the HgS well region in the sulfide system, this proves not to be the case
for the corresponding telluride structures. Perceiving the use of envelope function
theory to be problematic for abrupt and atomically thin (i. e. monolayer thick) multilayer QDs, Bryant and Jaskólski [123] switched to the semi-empirical tight binding approach and started to model CdS/HgS/CdS and also ZnS/CdS/ZnS QWQDs
and found some evidence that what were originally assumed to be well states (e. g.
where holes are localized in the HgS layer in the former system) may instead be
better considered as interfacial trap states.
The tight binding approach has been extensively developed by Allan and
Delerue for modelling binary colloidal quantum dots. Their use of this modelling
approach can be followed back to early work on thin (few nm) crystalline PbSe
films [124] where it was used to interpret the appearance of film thickness dependent confinement related features in the dielectric function determined by spectroscopic ellipsometry. The same modelling methods were used to derive a comparison between the tight binding theoretical density of states and the density of
states function derived from STM measurements on 3 and 7 nm diameter PbSe
colloidal QDs [125]. The theoretically calculated density of states function was
also subsequently used as the basis for the determination of carrier multiplication
(MEG) quantum yields and lifetimes for PbSe QDs [126] and generalized further in
this context for InAs and Si QDs [127]. In the light of a downward revision [128] of
previous optically measured (Transient Absorption, etc) MEG quantum yields the
tight binding/ MEG model was further developed in the joint work with Pijpers
et al. [129] (THz – time domain spectroscopy) to include the influence of phonon
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Figure 17: Results from Allan and Delerue tight binding calculations for HgTe QDs [88]. (a) bulk
band structure with the top of valence band at 𝛤 point set to zero. (b) calculated (solid line) and
experimental (circles Kovalenko et al. [27], triangles Lhuillier et al. [108]) trends for the
bandgap energy 𝐸g with QD size. The dotted line is the predicted position of the second
absorption peak. (c) Energy levels of conduction and valence bands for a, (a) 5.98 nm sphere,
(b) 5.83 nm octahedron, (c) 8.99 nm sphere, illustrating comparative densities of states.
Reprinted figure with permission from G. Allan, C. Delerue, Phys. Rev. B 86 (2012) 165437.
© 2012 by the American Physical Society.

relaxation during hot carrier cooling which competes with the impact ionization
process primarily responsible for the multiplication process.
More recently, Allan and Delerue have turned their attention to the modelling
of HgTe QDs in the < 10 nm diameter range [88] (see Figure 17). With their tight
binding approach they were also able to include the shape (for small departures
from spherical, see Figure 17c) of the QDs, important since for many of the larger
HgTe QDs in this range the particles have an obvious pyramidal habit. In this respect they make the point that as far as the bandgap energy is concerned, for
shapes that are not markedly anisotropic, the same bandgap energy should be
obtained for an equivalent QD volume irrespective of the shape. The calculations
show good agreement with the optical data of Kovalenko et al. [27] and Lhuillier
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Figure 18: Tight binding calculations of the single QD and size broadened ensemble absorption
and PL emission for HgTe [59]. Ensemble spectra agree well with experimental results for 3.5 nm
diameter QDs. Reproduced from A. Al-Otaify et al. Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys. 15 (2013) 16864.,
with permission from the PCCP Owner Societies.

et al. [108] (Figure 17b) and confirm that in this size range excitonic effects are
rather weaker than in the wider bandgap II-VI materials such as CdTe and CdSe,
and the lead chalcogenides such as PbS and PbSe.
In a recent paper [59] we demonstrated MEG in 3.5 nm diameter HgTe QDs,
reporting 136% MEG QY at 3.1𝐸g and a bi-exciton lifetime of 49 ps. Here the tight
binding analysis (Figure 18) of the density of states indicates that the bleach transients observed during transient absorption measurements, and the steady state
PL and absorption spectra, involved not simply transitions between the calculated
band edge states but also between other adjacent valence band maxima and conduction band minima.

6 Summary/prospects – outlook
Colloidal HgTe QDs have progressed a long way from the very early days trying to
extend the band edge of water-based solutions from the near IR just over 1000 nm
to the latest QD thin-film photodetectors showing a response at 12 000 nm. The
past two decades have seen a tremendous investment of effort to understand and
improve the QD synthesis and processing techniques, and to formulate a firm theoretical basis of the carrier dynamics, and optical processes both within these low
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bandgap QDs and QD heterostructures, and in composite materials containing
them. The fact that several possible optoelectronic applications for these materials have emerged: gain media, panchromatic solar absorbers, IR photodiodes and
photoconductors, FETs, IR LEDs, has proved to be one of their great strengths, not
simply because it widens the future commercial appeal, but also because of the
great synergy that it brings. Often one finds that when progress in one technology
area becomes difficult, borrowing concepts, knowledge or processing ideas from
another helps to overcome the barriers to progress.
Improvements in synthesis and material characterization techniques have
been the great drivers for IR HgTe QDs. Even now the methods to improve the
QD material quality – shape, crystallinity, size and size dispersion, and quantum
yield are benefiting from good old fashioned synthetic detective work and optimization. But along with this there is now a much broader range of synthetic tools
– e. g. atomic layer deposition and compact inorganic ligand exchange, which will
allow more precise growth control, formation of heterostructures and precisely
(e. g. stoichiometrically) doped QDs, along with more flexibility in tailoring the
electronic properties (carrier mobilities, carrier doping levels, interface barriers
and so forth) of these QDs in thin films.
Along with many other semiconductor QDs, the benefits of combining HgTe
QDs with other types of nanostructures are starting to become clear. Pairing QDs
with plasmonic nanostructures can not only improve the absorption of optical
radiation, but also enhance the rate of exciton dissociation and carrier extraction. Intimately incorporating QDs into photonic nanostructured substrates could
serve as a method to enclose QDs in an optical feedback/waveguiding structure
that may offer an easy route to make optical gain devices etc, or with different nanostructures form a solar cell with high absorption and good carrier extraction characteristics for example. If the carrier transfer dynamics and transport properties of the QDs can be matched to suitable nanostructured substrates,
then the recently demonstrated carrier multiplication quantum yield in HgTe and
Cd𝑥 Hg1−𝑥 Te QDs may also be used to advantage in such hybrid material devices.
The detailed experimental electronic and optical characterization of HgTe
QDs, including regular optical spectroscopies and ultrafast pump-probe techniques, has helped to underpin the development of a spectrum of theoretical models and modelling techniques which further improve our capacity to design better
materials and devices. Tight binding theory in particular seems to have emerged
as a very successful approach in recent years to describe the electronic band structures and densities of states from which optical transition properties can be predicted and understood and other optical data vital for optical simulations in device structures can be derived from such computations. Further developments in
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this area will be required as HgTe QD/nanostructure composite devices are developed.
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